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Instructions to

1) For I answer any 5 out of I questions.

2 answer any 2 out of 3 questions.2) estijoq

4) Each:r4fuestion carries 10 marks,

No. j, 4, 5 answer uny I out of 2 questioni,':3)
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Ql) Solve any five: (2 marks each)

a) First who, then what is a

1)

ii)

ii1)

iv)

b) Which of the follow.iii€

i) Being proactive

i, Put first thing first

habits is not from the ?

iii) Begin with the end in mind

ir) Sharpen your saw

c) Stephen covey studied

i) 200

ii) 500

iii) 3000

iv) 15000
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UBr'{hR{ d) Who is the author of the book 'Emotional Intellisence'?

I il Patric Lencioni

ii) John Maxwell

iii) Daniel Goleman

iv) Jim Co

e) In the

i) Focus

ii) F

iii) F

iv)

0
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, team members will

growth

ons growth

above

leader is like investing in a stock market. If you try to
a..t"i;rtune in a day. You won't succeed.

i) , w of lid
ii)=-.'.:Law

iii) Law

of solid ground

of navigation
{=\ :iv) Law of process

g) The concept offlywheel
i) Disciplined people

ii) Disciplined

ii, Discipiined

iv) Disciplined

h) Great relationships

i) Productive

action

people

thoughts

thoughts and disciplined

conflict.

actions

ii) Destructive

iii) Both productive and destructive

iv) Neither productive nor destructive
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Q2) Solve any two: (5 marks each)

a) Explain in details the concept of inside

b) What is absence of trust? What
team members?

t10I

is no trust among

c) Discuss meaning of team. Explain any two dysfunctions of a team.
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Q3l Solve any one question: (for 10 marks)

q Why is

vaflous

b) Discuss any three laws
good leader.

Q4) Solve any

t10l

the saw? What are the

to you are essential for being a

for 10 marks)( l10I
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Q5l Solve"sy one question: (for 10 marks

a) Evaluate the 5 dimensions of

b) Elaborate the concept of
quadrants of effective

by the hedgehog concept? Why is the hedgehog
for organizations to move from good to great?

four basic practices for creating a c where the truthliryate
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the saw?
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